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Background. Cardiovascular disease is the number one cause of death worldwide. Meanwhile, obesity has been recognized as a global epidemic. This study aims to examine the extent to which cardiorespiratory fitness is associated with body mass among adult males and females in Taiwan. Materials and Methods. A nationally representative dataset consisting of 68,175 adults aged 18–60, including 31,743 males and 36,432 females, was used. Several multivariate regression models were used to investigate the relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness and body weight status, after controlling for adults’ sociodemographic status. Results. A one-unit increase in the BMI lowered the cardiorespiratory fitness score by 0.316 and 0.368 points for adult males and females, respectively. Among adult males, compared to those of normal weight, adult males who were underweight, overweight, or obese had a lower cardiorespiratory fitness score by 1.287, 0.845, and 3.353 points, respectively. Similar results could be found in female samples. Conclusion. The overweight and obese adults had much lower levels of cardiorespiratory fitness as compared to their normal weight counterparts. Given the upward trend in the prevalence of overweight and obesity, it is important to help overweight and obese people to become more fit and reach their healthy weight.

1. Introduction

The cardiovascular system consists of the heart, blood vessels, and blood. It provides several essential functions necessary for life, such as transporting oxygen and nutrients, removing carbon dioxide and wastes, fighting disease, and maintaining body temperature [1]. Cardiovascular disease (CVD), the number one cause of death worldwide, refers to any disease that affects the cardiovascular system. It was estimated that 17.5 million people died due to CVD in 2012, representing 30% of all global deaths; of these deaths, coronary heart disease and stroke were the two leading causes [2].

Many risk factors have been found to be associated with CVD, such as hypertension, diabetes, unhealthy diets, smoking, harmful use of alcohol, obesity, and low cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) [3, 4]. Among these risk factors, obesity has received particular attention as obesity has been recognized as a global epidemic. The number of overweight/obese adults worldwide was 2.1 billion in 2013, compared with 857 million in 1980 [5]. In the United States, more than two-thirds of adults are considered to be overweight or obese [6]. Similar to many other countries, Taiwan’s population has experienced a rising trend of excess weight and obesity over the decades as well. In 2013, overweight (including obesity) rates were 45.9% and 33.1% among men and women, respectively, in Taiwan [7].

Compared with obesity, the impact of CRF on human health has often been ignored, even though it appears to be
one of the most important determinants of overall health status and a powerful predictor of CVD mortality and morbidity [3, 8, 9]. CRF refers to the ability of the circulatory and respiratory systems to efficiently supply oxygen to the working muscles during sustained physical activity. It has been documented that CRF can be measured using a variety of modes of exercise, such as the treadmill, cycle ergometer, or a step test [9, 10].

Given the fact that CRF and obesity are two important risk factors for CVD, it is of interest to examine the relationship between CRF and obesity. Doing so will allow for a better understanding of the potential mechanisms that mediate the links between CRF, obesity, and CVD. Numerous studies have found that CRF is attenuated with increasing body mass [11–16]. For example, using 1,003 sixth graders in Michigan, USA, Eagle et al. [14] found that, compared to their nonobese peers, obese students demonstrated lower CRF levels. These previous studies, however, mainly focused on children and adolescents; not many studies so far have investigated adults, and among these few studies, the focus is mainly on adults in Western societies, such as the United States and Italy [17–19]. The existing studies found a negative relationship between CRF and body mass.

The objective of the present study was to examine the extent to which CRF is associated with body mass among male and female adults in Taiwan. Our study contributes to the previous literature mainly on three fields. First, a large-scale, population-based, and nationally representative sample of the adults in Taiwan was used. In contrast with most previous studies that used small-scale samples or restricted subjects to specific clinics, schools, or regions, the dataset used in this analysis was unique. Second, the participants' CRF, height, and weight were objectively measured via health-center or test-station visits, and thus the measures of CRF and body weight status in our dataset were free of self-reported bias. Lastly, this study focused on Asian adults, who make up the world's largest population but have not been extensively described before in the context of the relationship between CRF and body mass.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data. The data used in this analysis are the physical fitness profiles of Taiwanese adults aged 18–60. Aiming at reducing the risks of CVD and monitoring the physical fitness status of Taiwan's adult population, the Sports Administration, Ministry of Education (MOE), Taiwan, conducted a nationwide physical fitness test, primarily targeted on CRF and body mass, for the adult population in 2012. Participants were selected based on a stratified multistage sampling scheme in order to obtain a nationally representative sample. Each selected participant was examined using physical fitness tests and a standardized face-to-face interview in the nearby health center or test station in each county. This dataset contained unique information on objectively measured CRF, height, and weight. In addition, information pertaining to participants' sociodemographic characteristics was also documented. In total, the dataset included 70,042 adults aged 18–60. After further deleting a small number of observations with missing data, the final sample consisted of 68,175 adults, of whom 31,743 were male and 36,432 were female.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Cardiorespiratory Fitness. Each participant's physical fitness tests were conducted by physical education instructors in the health center or test station of each county. The physical education instructors were required to participate in a three-day training camp hosted by the MOE to learn detailed instructions on the proper procedure for the tests. Only those who passed the certification exams were qualified to carry out adult participants' physical fitness tests.

The Harvard step test [20] was used for the evaluation of CRF. The equipment required included a 35 cm high platform, stopwatch, and metronome. The metronome was set at 96 beats per minute (4 clicks being equal to one-step cycle) for a stepping rate of 24 steps per minute. The participants stepped up and down on the platform for 3 minutes or until they experienced exhaustion. In time with the beat, the participant stepped one foot up on the platform (1st beat), stepped up with the second foot (2nd beat), stepped down with one foot (3rd beat), and stepped down with the other foot (4th beat). The participant immediately sat down on completion of the test, and the total number of heartbeats was counted between 1 and 1.5, 2 and 2.5, and 3 and 3.5 minutes after finishing. The fitness index score was used to reflect CRF and was determined by the following equation:

\[
\text{CRF} = \frac{\text{test duration in seconds (i.e., 180 seconds) \times 100}}{2 \times (\text{sum of 3 measures of heart beats})}.
\]

The faster the participant's heart rate returned to resting, the better his/her CRF was. Hence, a higher value of the score indicated a better CRF performance.

2.2.2. Body Mass Index. Each participant's height and weight were measured by physical education instructors. We calculated the Body Mass Index (BMI) defined as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters: kg/m². Based on the official cut-off points for different weight statuses defined by the Ministry of Health and Welfare, Taiwan, participants were recognized as underweight if BMI < 18.5, of normal weight if 18.5 ≤ BMI < 24, overweight if 24 ≤ BMI < 27, and obese if BMI ≥ 27 [21].

2.2.3. Other Determinants. Information on participants' sociodemographic characteristics was also collected in this dataset. We separated the available information into several categories, including gender, education level, age, individual monthly income, occupation, urbanization level, and geographic location. These variables were used as controls (i.e., exogenous variables in the multivariate linear regression models) when we examined the relationship between CRF and body weight status.
2.3. Statistical Analysis. Two multivariate linear regression models were used to examine the relationship between CRF and body weight status. The BMI as a continuous variable was used to capture each participant’s body mass in the first regression model. Assuming that a continuous variable $y_i$ indicates the CRF index score of the participant $i$, and the vector $x_i$ represents a set of exogenous variables correlated with the fitness score, the linear regression model can be specified as

$$y_i = \alpha + \gamma \times \text{BMI}_i + \beta' x_i + \epsilon_i,$$

(2)

where $\gamma$ and $\beta$ are parameters and $\epsilon_i$ is the random error term. We are interested in the parameter $\gamma$ that captures the correlation between CRF and BMI, after controlling for the other sociodemographic characteristics. The consistent estimates of $\hat{\gamma}$ and $\hat{\beta}$ can be obtained by using the ordinary least squares (OLS) method.

Since the relationship between CRF and BMI may not be linear, we further estimated the second regression model by categorizing weight status into four groups: underweight, normal weight, overweight, and obesity. When normal weight status is treated as the reference group, the estimated equation can be specified as

$$y_i = \alpha + \gamma_1 \times \text{Underweight}_i + \gamma_2 \times \text{Overweight}_i + \gamma_3 \times \text{Obesity}_i x_i + \epsilon_i,$$

(3)

where $\text{Underweight}$, $\text{Overweight}$, and $\text{Obesity}$ are dummy variables equal to 1 for individuals who are underweight, overweight, and obese, respectively. In (3), the coefficients $\gamma_1$, $\gamma_2$, and $\gamma_3$ then, respectively, capture the differences in CRF between the underweight, overweight, and obese adults compared to those who are of normal weight (the reference group). To further capture the potential gender differences, we estimated (3) separately for male and female adults. All of the empirical analyses were conducted using STATA version 13.

3. Results

Figure 1 visually presents how the CRF measurement is distributed among adult males and females. In addition, the sample means and standard deviations of the CRF score by gender and weight status are reported in Table 1. The average CRF score of adult males is slightly higher than that of females (57.59 versus 56.52). The CRF score also differs for adults with different weight categories. Adult males of normal weight have the highest score (58.64). In contrast, the lowest score is found among adult males who are obese (55.12). A slightly different finding is revealed among adult females. The highest score is found among adult females who are underweight (57.46) while the lowest score is shown among those who are obese (52.38). The results in Table 1 provide some preliminary evidence that the CRF score may be different among adults with different weight status and
those who are obese may demonstrate the lowest CRF score. These conclusions, however, are not necessarily justified, inasmuch as the possible differences in the characteristics between groups have not yet been controlled.

To quantify the relationship between the CRF score and body weight status among the adults, we made estimates using two multivariate regression models, using the continuous BMI values and different categories of body weight status, respectively. Both regression models controlled for the sociodemographic variables defined in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the average BMI of adult males and females was 24.26 and 22.30 (kg/m$^2$), respectively. The percentage of normal weight men and women was 45% and 64%, respectively. 67% of men and 69% of women earned a college degree. The majority (71%) of participants ranged in age from 18 to 40 years. 44% of men and 50% of women had monthly income ≤ NTS$20,000 (US$670). 31% of men and 27% of women were students (Job 5). 29% of male and female participants were living in metropolitan areas. 39% of men and 40% of women were living in Southern Taiwan.

The estimation results are presented in Panels A and B of Table 3, respectively. As shown in Panel A of Table 3,
Table 3: Estimation of the CRF equations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Female</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>-0.316***</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-0.368***</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>31,741</td>
<td></td>
<td>36,424</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underweight</td>
<td>-1.287***</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>-0.411</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>-0.845***</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>-1.088***</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>-3.353***</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>-4.645***</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>31,741</td>
<td></td>
<td>36,424</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The symbols *** indicates significance at 1% level.
The ordinary least squares (OLS) method was used for model estimations.
Table 2 lists the definitions and sample statistics of other controlled variables.

the participants’ CRF score was negatively associated with the BMI regardless of gender. However, it is evident that the negative effect was greater among adult females. Our results indicated that a one-unit increase in the BMI would lower the CRF score by 0.316 and 0.368 points for adult males and females, respectively, given other factors being equal.

Panel B of Table 3 presents the estimation results that used different body weight status instead of using BMI as the key explanatory variables in the CRF equation. In general, regardless of gender, adults who were underweight, overweight, or obese had a lower CRF score, compared to those whose weight was normal. Among male adults, our results showed that, compared to those whose weight was normal, adult males who were underweight, overweight, or obese had a lower CRF score by 1.287, 0.845, and 3.353 points, respectively. Among adult females, those who were overweight and obese, respectively, had a lower CRF score by 1.088 and 4.645 points, compared to adult females whose weight was normal. Table 3 in the main text omitted the coefficients on the other controlled variables, as those are not directly relevant to our analysis. However, since the coefficients may be of general interest, please refer to the Supplementary Material for more details.

4. Discussion

Our study showed that overweight and obese male and female adults had substantially reduced CRF. There are several possible biological mechanisms to explain our findings. First of all, overweight and obese people tend to have a lower proportion of type I and a higher proportion of type II fibers in their muscle, resulting in reduced oxygen uptake [22, 23]. Not uptaking a sufficient amount of oxygen for hyperactive body musculature would decrease the CRF performance. In addition, excess body weight is likely to impair cardiorespiratory functions and cardiac mechanical efficiency for a given workload [24]. Lastly, increased body mass is associated with decreased exercise tolerance and aerobic capacity [25].

Like being overweight and obese, being underweight decreases CRF performance among male adults as well. According to K. Harada and Y. Harada [26], being underweight has a negative effect on cardiovascular functions. Lower BMI is associated with left ventricular hypertrophy, which may lead to lower levels of CRF. No significant differences, however, were found between underweight and normal weight adult females. Biological gender differences related to heart size and functions led to women having lower CRF abilities [1]. In addition, adult females in Taiwan were found to be less likely to exercise regularly [27]. This may explain why the CRF among underweight adult females was not significantly lower, compared to that among normal weight adult females in the reference group.

Given the fact that our findings indicate that being overweight and obese was associated with substantially lower levels of CRF in both men and women, the policy implications we suggested are relatively straightforward. Health care providers should strongly encourage overweight and obese individuals to lose weight by increasing regular physical activity and decreasing daily caloric intake. Policies to promote the importance of regular physical activity and healthy diet should be implemented. For example, the government should create exercise-friendly environments that include not only building new sports centers but also integrating residents, communities, schools, and sports associations to encourage more residents to exercise. For the working people, the government can encourage companies to implement healthy-eating policies by subsidizing food purchases. Moreover, underweight individuals, particularly underweight men, should be another focus of interventions. Possible treatments, such as increasing caloric intake, providing nutritional supplements, and doing more weight lifting exercises, should be advised [28].

Two potential research limitations of this study should be mentioned. First, BMI is the only measure to assess body weight status. Due to data limitation, we did not have further information on participants’ body composition (e.g., the density of fat and fat-free mass and waist circumference) that is
likely to be associated with CRF. In addition, health status and dietary patterns, which could possibly relate to CRF, were not available in the dataset. Our findings could be stronger, based on additional collected data. Second, this study employed a cross-sectional design. Therefore, the interpretation of our findings should be regarded with caution because we can only explore the association between CRF and body weight status. If panel data become available, it will be interesting to further address the causality issue.

5. Conclusions

The objective of this study is to examine the relationship between CRF and body weight status among adults. Using a unique adult sample in Taiwan, we found that overweight and obese adults had much lower levels of CRF, compared to their normal weight counterparts. Given the upward trend in the prevalence of overweight and obesity, it is important to help overweight and obese people to become more fit and reach their healthy weight in order to improve the CRF performance and reduce the risk of CVD.
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